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Abstract
1 Motivation, specific objective
The document CIE TN 006:2016 - Visual Aspects of Time-Modulated Lighting Systems –
Definitions and Measurement Models contains the description of current measures to evaluate
Temporal Light Artifacts (TLA), including flicker and stroboscopic effects. From an industry
perspective, there are several methods available to record optical waveforms and to evaluate
these waveforms for TLA effects. These TLA metrics can be utilized to judge the quality of
lighting products. The primary documents that are currently available for test and measurement
of optical waveforms and TLA are: [1] National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)
NEMA 77-2017 Temporal Light Artifacts: Test Methods and Guidance; [2] International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) TR 61547-1:2017 ED2 Equipment for general lighting
purposes - EMC immunity requirements - Part 1: An objective light flickermeter and voltage
fluctuation immunity test method; and [3] (IEC) TR 63158:2018 Equipment for general lighting
purposes - Objective test method for stroboscopic effects of lighting equipment. These three
documents provide guidance for performing accurate measurements, but many laboratories
struggle making consistent and accurate measurements of temporal light artefacts.
Keywords: Photometry, TLA, stroboscopic effect, flicker effect, P st LM , SVM, TLM

2 Methods
Signify developed a measurement setup and verification methods for TLA, utilizing a novel
reference modulation radiator (aka Reference Radiator) to validate the TLA measurement
systems.

2.1 TLA Acquisition setup
The test set-up utilized in Signify follow the approach outlined in NEMA-77 and in the IEC
documents and [1,2,3] and a block-diagram of the setup is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1 – Signify TLA Acquisition setup scheme
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The measurement Setup contains:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power Supply
Photodiode with Eye response curve
Trans-Impendence Amplifier
1 ST Order Low Pass filter
Voltage Capture Device
Acquisition Software developed by Signify

2.2 Signify TLA Reference Radiator
Proper verification of the TLA setup can be challenging due to novelty of measurement methods
and often not knowing the limitations of TLA acquisition setups that may cause wrong
measurements of TLA. The Signify TLA Reference Radiator (Figure 2) can be used to evaluate
the measurement abilities of the setup. The radiator generates pre-programmed periodic light
waveforms with different shapes, modulation frequencies & modulation levels. The exact values
of the TLA metrics (P st LM , SVM, FI, MD) are known for the input waveforms (mathematical
representations) and it can generate very stable and reproducible optical signals. The unit is
used to:
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate TLA effects (education)
Examine the appropriateness of existing metrics
Validate TLA test set-ups
Provide a controlled round robin sample for interlaboratory comparison – there are more
than 26 optical waveshapes that have been programmed into the unit
And may be used to test metric limits (research)

Figure 2 – Signify Reference Radiator - Description
Figure 3 shows example Ideal vs. measured sawtooth waveform #9 which has a modulation
depth of 100 % and a frequency of 50 Hz. The graph shows a good linear relationship between
applied LED current waveform and actual measured light waveform.
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Figure 3 – Example waveform #9 analytical (ideal) and measured waveforms

3 Results
For the verification of the Reference Radiator, the mathematically calculated values were
compared with the measured values. Graph (Figure 4) shows a good correlation for P st LM and
SVM between measured and numerical/analytical values of the waveforms.
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Figure 4 – PstLM and SVM measured values vs reference values
Additionally, the reference radiator was utilized to carry out an interlaboratory comparison
between three light measurement laboratories. Several pre-programmed waveforms of which
the TLA metrics were known analytically were chosen for the comparison. The TLA
measurement capabilities as well as the limitations of the laboratories were examined. The
proper acquisition of the light waveforms and the proper data processing and calculation of the
metrics were the main points of attention of this study.
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4 Conclusions
A proper verification of the TLA measurement system and, knowing its limitation is important to
ensure high quality measurements at Photometrical Laboratories. The verification method
developed by Signify using the reference radiator provides a solution to laboratories to have
the ability to measure and calculate quantities correctly. Interlaboratory comparison results
show alignment between laboratories where the reference radiator was utilized for verification
of the set-up. The first two NVLAP accredited laboratories to the NEMA 77-2017 standard were
Signify Laboratories – Salina/USA and Shanghai/China. This proves that Signify verification
method helps reach ability and reproducibility of measured quantities at the developed setups.
Signify experts are also involved in Division 2 TC2-89 activities on TLA/TLM Measurements
Technical Note, which is guidance document for Photometrical Laboratories to enable proper
measurements. More details on Reference Radiator abilities and results of comparison of
results between Signify Lighting Test Centers will be presented during the oral presentation at
CIE conference.
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